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Myth
A Documentary Film

Thursday, November 9, 2017
6:00 pm
Center Hall 115

From the filmmakers that brought you “The Ukrainians”, Leonid Kanter and Ivan Yasnii, now bring you “MYTH”. The film is the remarkable and tragic story of Vasyl Slipak, a talented opera singer whose unique voice brought him world renown.

Born in Lviv, young Vasyl won many performance competitions with the gift of his voice. This gift eventually brought him to France. Living there for 19 years, Vasyl had everything that could bring happiness and fulfill a life. He had fame and success in his career in opera that brought him to the world stage. There were also dear friends and love.

Vasyl actively participated in the Revolution of Dignity leading rallies in France. But he needed to do more for his beloved homeland. Although, he did more than enough as an artist, Vasyl volunteered to do more to help Ukraine. Despite the comforts and opportunities of his life in France, Vasyl decided to leave and join the volunteer Ukrainian defense forces when a war came to his homeland.

To view the trailer for the film, use the link below or scan the QR code.

https://goo.gl/Km2pLR